a kind of happy monster, born in New Jersey but conceived in Cuba and Italy, at once devoutly Catholic and flamingly queer, a Harvard-educated physician who prescribes Nuyorican poetry along with pills, who educates about HIV in Spanish and writes villanelles in English.” The book’s three sections speak to the poet’s “mongrel” vision and treat the reader to his capacious humanity. He writes, often with a stunningly inventive panoply of received forms, about childhood memories; writing poetry; his responses to global atrocities and immigrant experiences; his patients and practice of medicine; and his own familial and romantic relationships. Like his earlier collections, Alternative Medicine prescribes large doses of empathy for much that ails us.

In the caustic “Pharmacopeia for the New Millennium,” “Empathase” is one of a series of mock drugs recommended for the psycho-social ills that plague the oblivious and well-fed. It is “[i]ndicated for the reduction of despair associated with the loss of compassion.” When we are inured to suffering, we, too, become despairing, lost in a solipsistic stupor. Campo forces us to look at inequity and misery head-on and in so doing, to look squarely at ourselves. In the tellingly titled “Iatrogenic,” the doctor gives his complete attention to a patient who self-harms, while “other patients wait.” The poem is an understated elegy for the suffering we feelless humans inflict upon ourselves, all of us responsible, all of us incapable of assuaging or even preventing our collective self-harming. The doctor touches his patient’s “deep red cuts” and knows his patient as himself: “as if I could touch pain itself, as if/ by touching pain I might alleviate/ my own despair.”

Campo’s work provides us with a reminder that poetry is more than palliative; it is a way of touching that existential pain and alleviating the despair that is our burdensome response to the anguish of existence. It is these kinds of poetic reckonings that make Campo a doctor to us all.

Any of these collections would be worthy additions to a medical humanities or themed literature course. Though radically different in voice, style, and theme, each reflects the poet’s belief in the restorative powers of language itself.
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